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Abstract—In this paper, we report on a preliminary investi-

gation into a semi-empirical method for derivation of depth–age

relationship for oceanic lithosphere. The global 30-arcsecond

bathymetry data from the General Bathymetric Charts of the

Oceans (GEBCO) were corrected for (1) sediment thickness using

the Total Sediment Thickness of the World’s Oceans and Marginal

Seas and (2) isostasy. The corrected bathymetry was processed to

obtain the empirical bathymetric curve, the solution computed with

50 m elevation bin. Subsequently, the data-based curve was

approximated with the optimal polynomial model. By combining

the model with a formula for derivative of area with respect to age,

we obtained the approximate differential equation for depth–age

relationship. We solved the equation numerically. The solution was

compared with (1) depth–age relationships derived empirically

using the combination of the corrected GEBCO bathymetry with

digital isochrons of the oceans, (2) Parsons Sclater Model (PSM)

and (3) Global Depth Heatflow model (GDH1). In the new depth–

age curve, three sections with specific relationships of ocean depth

versus age of the crust are identified: (1) moderate increase in depth

from 2500 to 5900 m for lithospheric ages 0–118 Ma, (2) more

pronounced increase in depth from 5900 to 6700 m for the litho-

sphere 118–147 Ma old, (3) stabilization of ocean depth at

6700–6760 m for the lithosphere older than 147 Ma. The fit to

empirical data as well as PSM and GDH1 models is good for the

first section, but rather imperfect for the other two. Reasons for

mismatches are complex and probably different for dissimilar

sections of the curve.

Key words: Bathymetric curve, Sea floor topography, Depth–

age relationship, Geographic information system, Modelling.

1. Introduction

Hypsometric data, i.e. quantified information

about the relationship between area and elevation, are

an important source of information in geosciences at

a range of spatial scales, and thus the hypsometry-

related problems have been researched for many

years (MURRAY and HJORT 1912; MENARD and SMITH

1966). Introduced to characterize and compare drai-

nage basins at purportedly different phases of

evolution (STRAHLER 1952), it is now widely used in

different contexts, from local studies to assess the

impact of glaciations on valley morphology (BROCK-

LEHURST and WHIPPLE 2004) to global studies of Earth

topography in its both terrestrial and submarine parts

(HARRISON et al. 1983). The latter is shown by a

global hypsometric curve which can be divided into

two parts, separated by the mean sea level elevation

assumed to be 0 m. The submarine part of the curve,

also known as the bathymetric curve, covers the

ocean floor, and hence elevation interval from 0 to

�11;022 m. It is characterized by a gently sloping

section down to �200 m, coincident with shelf areas,

steep descent to approximately �2500 m known as

the continental slope, wide plateau of abyssal plain

down to approximately �5500 m, and final steep

descent that corresponds to oceanic trench.

The bathymetric curve not only provides general

characteristics of sea-floor topography averaged at

the global scale. It may be also interpreted in terms of

global tectonics and, specifically, in terms of litho-

spheric evolution. New lithosphere is produced along

mid-ocean spreading ridges and then is moved away

from the ridge axis as newer portions arrive at the

Earth surface. Along with movement, it cools down

and subsides, hence the sea floor elevation decreases

with an increasing distance from spreading ridges.

Since cooling process is time dependent, a general

depth–age relationship may be assumed.

The first attempt to establish this relationship in a

quantitative way, known as the PSM model, was by

PARSONS and SCLATER (1977) who proposed two dif-

ferent equations to describe how ocean depth changes

with age of the oceanic lithosphere, each valid for

specific time interval. Whilst the relationship for
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young lithosphere (up to 70 Ma) is described by a

square-root function, it then becomes exponential.

Assuming that the area of sea floor is also a function

of age (A ¼ AðtÞ) and calculating the derivative of

area with respect to depth (dA=dt), PARSONS (1982)

was able to obtain theoretical bathymetric curve.

This theoretical bathymetric curve was applicable to

the depth interval 2500–6400 m, following model

assumptions borrowed from PARSONS and SCLATER

(1977). The former value is consistent with the mean

elevation of mid-ocean ridges, the latter was named as

‘‘reference depth’’. Subsequent work was focused on

refinement of the general depth–age relationship, using

new data and different model assumptions. STEIN and

STEIN (1992) offered a new model, named GDH1

(Global Depth Heatflow), which was found to fit

observational data on sea floor topography better. Fur-

ther discussion addressed issues such as removal of

seamounts from global bathymetry data, removal of

sedimentary cover, and the degree of correction for

isostasy (e.g. JOHNSON and CARLSON 1992; HILLIER and

WATTS 2005; CROSBY et al. 2006; KORENAGA and KORE-

NAGA 2008; CROSBY and MCKENZIE 2009; HILLIER 2010).

In this paper, we approach the problem from a

different perspective (Fig. 1). Whilst in the previous

attempt PARSONS (1982) aimed to arrive at the theo-

retical bathymetric curve, whose goodness-of-fit with

real ocean depth data was a measure of model

accuracy, we start from an empirical bathymetric

curve which is based on high-resolution data on

ocean floor topography. In the next step, we find the

most adequate mathematical expression for the curve

which is essential for solving our model equation

numerically. We also adopt area–age relationship as

proposed by PARSONS (1982) and further computation

leads us to a new depth–age relationship at a global

scale. Thus, our approach is essentially an inverted

variation of PARSONS (1982) and followers.

Consequently, in this paper we intend: (1) to

calculate an empirical bathymetric curve based on the

General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO)

data corrected for sediment thickness following the

Total Sediment Thickness of the World’s Oceans and

Marginal Seas (TSTWO) (DIVINS 2003) and conse-

quently for isostasy, as suggested by JOHNSON and

CARLSON (1992), and then (2) to use the empirical

bathymetric curve along with the dA=dt formula of

PARSONS (1982) to build a new semi-empirical model

for depth–age relationship. The performance of the

model in predicting the depth–age variation is com-

pared with outputs from the previous models and with

data.

The remainder of this paper is hence organized as

follows. Section 2 discusses GEBCO and TSTWO

data. In Sect. 3, a Python1 scripting with ArcGIS2

geoprocessing is shown as an efficient tool for com-

puting the empirical bathymetric curve. In addition, a

new approach for calculating the depth–age rela-

tionship is described. The numerical depth–age

solution is obtained through R programming.3 Our

new semi-empirical depth–age relationship is later

discussed in the light of (1) PSM and GDH1 models

as well as (2) empirical depth–age relationships

obtained through the combination of sediment/iso-

stasy-corrected GEBCO bathymetry with digital

isochrons of the oceans MÜLLER et al. (2008).

2. Data

Global bathymetric data, providing a framework

for bathymetric curve computation used in the paper,

are part of GEBCO dataset. The GEBCO bathymetric

grid belongs to a set of several publicly available

digital rasters that store quantitative information

about global sea-floor topography (MARKS and SMITH

2006). GEBCO has undergone a complete transfor-

mation for over 100 years, as sparse 500 m contours

on paper charts were replaced by digital grids with

ever-increasing resolution (HALL 2006). Here, the use

is made of GEBCO_08 grid, the 30-arcsecond reso-

lution global grid generated by combining quality-

controlled ship depth soundings with interpolation

between sounding points guided by satellite derived

gravity data. The grid was released in September

2010 and is available to download from the British

Oceanographic Data Centre (BODC).

While interpreting bathymetry and the associated

bathymetric curve, the presence of sediment cover

1 Python programming language, http://www.python.org/.
2 ArcMap 9.3.1 by ESRI under the ArcInfo license was used.

The official ESRI webpage is: http://www.esri.com/.
3 R language and environment, http://www.r-project.org/.
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that overlays the oceanic crust has to be considered.

The curve provides information about the real sea

floor topography (depth = negative elevation), i.e.

includes the sedimentary cover as well as submarine

volcanic structures which rise above the general level

of the oceanic lithosphere (HOUTZ et al. 1977;

MOONEY et al. 1998; HILLIER and WATTS 2005;

COSTELLO et al. 2010; YESSON et al. 2011).

Our sediment-related correction uses TSTWO

which is a digital dataset with 5-arcminute grid

resolution (DIVINS 2003). It was compiled from

isopach maps, ocean drilling data and seismic

reflection profiles. The data are available by cour-

tesy of the National Geophysical Data Center

(NGDC) of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) in the USA. A note should

be given on the applicability of the TSTWO gridded

data, the resolution of which is coarse. HASTEROK

(2013) argues that—although the considerable dis-

crepancies between the TSTWO and site-specific

observations may exceed even 40 %—the dataset is

suitable for global investigations, and this justifies

our selection of the sediment cover numerical map

which, in addition, is said to be the best dataset of

this type.

To calculate the depth of oceanic crust dC, i.e.

bathymetry corrected for sediment thickness and

isostasy, we (1) transformed the TSTWO raster

dataset so that it has a consistent spatial reference

with the spatial reference of GEBCO bathymetry

and (2) in a gridwise fashion applied the following

model (JOHNSON and CARLSON 1992):

dC ¼ dG þ qm � qs

qm � qw

hT; ð1Þ

where dG is the depth (positive) obtained from

GEBCO bathymetry, hT is the sediment thickness

from TSTWO dataset, qm is the mantle density, qs is

the sediment density, and qw is the seawater density.

However, the choice of density constants is not

straightforward and certain compromises have to be

made. Whilst we are aware that different values of

these constants may be adopted, partly because each

material is characterized by a range of density values,

we ultimately decided to use the same densities as

adopted by PARSONS and SCLATER (1977) in their

classic exercise. Although the exact numbers may be

disputable, this is the only way to attempt the com-

parison of our model and the PSM solution. Thus, we

assumed the following constants:
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Figure 1
Sketch showing similarities and differences between the approach proposed in this paper and the procedure outlined by PARSONS (1982) in his

Sect. 3
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qm ¼ 3330 kg m�3, qs ¼ 1700 kg m�3, qw ¼
1000 kg m�3, which are within the range of the

commonly accepted ones, although tend to be at the

lower end of these ranges. Indeed, sediment densities

vary between 1700 and 1950 kg m�3 (SYKES1996),

seawater density ranges from 1000 to 1070 kg m�3

due to changes in the temperature, salinity and

pressure, with mean seawater density of 1032 kg m�3

(TENZER et al. 2011), and mantle density is usually

assumed to be equal to 3300 kg m�3. Our final raster

dataset is limited only to the areas that are fully

covered with information from GEBCO and TSTWO

datasets.

To include the information about the age of the

crust, we used the digital model by MÜLLER et al.

(2008). The age of the world’s oceanic crust is stored

as 2-min resolution gridded dataset which includes

data from all the major ocean basins and considers

back-arc basins in greater detail. They determined

ages of the crust by applying linear interpolation

between adjacent seafloor isochrons in the direction

of spreading. The ages of the ocean floor, between the

oldest identified magnetic anomalies and the conti-

nental crust, were interpolated through the estimation

of the age of relevant segments of continental passive

margins. Detailed grid documentation is available to

reach on the NGDC website.

3. Methods

To compute an empirical bathymetric curve,

through processing the sediment/isostasy-corrected

GEBCO raster data, one has to extract information on

the area of sea floor (or sediment/isostasy-corrected

sea floor) for a user-defined depth bin. To accomplish

this goal, Python scripting with ArcGIS geoprocess-

ing is used here. The fitted empirical bathymetric

curve serves as an input to a semi-empirical investi-

gation that aims to derive a new model equation for

depth–age relationship.

3.1. Processing Bathymetric Data

We produced a Python script which provides us

with the opportunity to compute a hypsometric curve

for the entire Earth (if input raster contains geospatial

data that reveal the global coverage and full elevation

range). Although a selection of elevation range

depends on the user, in our experiment we choose a

minimum depth of 2500 m and a maximum depth of

6400 m, the numbers that, after PARSONS and SCLATER

(1977), are explicitly given by PARSONS (1982).

Hence, we focus on a key part of a bathymetric

curve, and hereinafter we call this portion of the

curve as bathymetric curve.

After having parameters defined, the script starts to

run three consecutive and depth–dependent opera-

tions: (1) raster reclassification, (2) conversion of

reclassified raster data into feature data and (3)

computation of area for all fragments of the sea floor

(or sediment-corrected sea floor) extracted using

reclassification. In the latter operation, continuous

data are divided into classes that contain parts of sea

floor (or sediment-corrected sea floor) at specific depth

ranges. Once it is done, raster data are converted into

feature class. The next step aims to achieve the

integrated area of the sea floor (or sediment-corrected

sea floor) fragments for each depth bin. In our script, it

is done using zonal statistics tools in Geographic

Information Systems (GIS). The results of the calcu-

lation are aggregated in the output table as two columns

providing depth intervals and corresponding area

information, and hence the output forms an empirical

bathymetric curve.

3.2. Relationship Between Depth and Age

This subsection presents a new semi-empirical

approach to derive a relation between depth and age of

the sea floor, namely d ¼ dðtÞ. Following PARSONS and

SCLATER (1977) as well as STEIN and STEIN (1992), dðtÞ
is controlled by simple analytical formulas, the

parameters of which are empirical. Herein, we

propose an alternative approach to derive a depth–

age curve, and the novelty of the idea is due to a

concurrent use of two input datasets: the derivative of

area with respect to age (PARSONS 1982) and the

GEBCO-based (and sediment/isostasy-corrected)

empirical bathymetric curve. However, a key concept

of our approach is based on the procedure outlined by

PARSONS (1982) in his Sect. 3. We invert his inference

(depth–age ? area–age ! theoretical bathymetric

curve) to work in a opposite way (empirical

1832 T. Niedzielski et al. Pure Appl. Geophys.



bathymetric curve ? area–age ! depth–age). Our

approach is graphically presented in Fig. 1, and the

details of the procedure are given below.

Let us assume that A ¼ AðtÞ corresponds to area

of sea floor as a function of age t. The analytical

bathymetric curve is thus given by a derivative dA
dd, as

it expresses how infinitesimal area of the sea floor

varies with infinitesimal depth. Note that both A and d
vary with age. Hence, after taking derivative of

superposition of two functions, the following condi-

tion holds (PARSONS 1982):

dA

dd
¼ dA

dt

dt

dd
: ð2Þ

Subsequently, we re-write the above equation and

apply the theorem on derivative of inverse function to

obtain the following simple formula:

dd
dt

¼ 1

DðdÞ
dA

dt
; ð3Þ

where DðdÞ is the aforementioned theoretical bathy-

metric curve dA
dd. By definition, the GEBCO-based

empirical bathymetric curve, denoted hereinafter as

DHðdÞ, should accurately approximate its theoretical

analogue DðdÞ. Assuming this, it is possible to pro-

pose a modified semi-empirical formula for dd
dt

as:

dd
dt

� 1

DHðdÞ
dA

dt
; ð4Þ

where, after PARSONS (1982), we have dA
dt
¼ C0ð1 � t

tm
Þ

for which C0 is the constant rate of generation of new

sea floor and tm is the maximum age. To solve the

above-mentioned differential equation, the GEBCO-

derived bathymetric curve can be approximated by

the following polynomial model:

DHðdÞ �
Xn

i¼0

bid
i; ð5Þ

where bi, i ¼ 0; . . .; n, are coefficients and n corre-

sponds to degree of a given polynomial. After

substituting Eq. (5) and the expression for dA
dt

to

Eq. (4), we obtain the approximate formula:

dd
dt

�
� C0

tm
t þ C0

Pn
i¼0 bid

i
: ð6Þ

When a specific polynomial quantifying a semi-em-

pirical bathymetric curve DHðdÞ is known, and if the

approximation is substituted by equality, one may

find a numerical solution to Eq. (6).

To estimate an analytical approximation of

DHðdÞ, global fit should be performed. The estimation

may be carried out using the ordinary least-squares

method.

4. Results and Discussion

Following PARSONS (1982), the minimum depth of

2500 m is chosen, and—as mentioned above—this

elevation corresponds to the average depth of oceanic

ridges. A maximum depth under study, namely 6400

m, corresponds to reference depth of PARSONS and

SCLATER (1977) and PARSONS (1982), often denoted as

dr. Reference depth dr, along with the thickness of

oceanic crust and the thickness of continental crust,

remains a dominant element that forms an expression

for continental freeboard (GALER 1991; GALER and

MEZGER 1998), and may be interpreted as a long-term

ocean basin ultimate depth.

Figure 2 presents the reclassified uncorrected

GEBCO bathymetry with the maximum and mini-

mum depth bins, while Fig. 3 shows bathymetry

corrected for sediment thickness and isostasy. The

difference between coarse (500 m) and fine (50 m)

depth sampling is noticeable in small cartographic

scale (Figs. 2a, b, 3a, b), and becomes more pro-

nounced for larger scales as it is shown for the

Northern Indian Ocean (Figs. 2c, d, 3c, d). Here-

inafter, we use only the corrected bathymetric data

with the 50 m depth bin.

Following PARSONS (1982), the bathymetric curves

presented in this paper are expressed in 104 km2=m,

as total areas are divided by corresponding depth

intervals. Figure 4 presents two empirical bathymet-

ric curves, for uncorrected (full line) and sediment/

isostasty-corrected (dashed line) bathymetry. The

subsequent analysis is limited to the sediment/iso-

stasy-corrected bathymetric curve.

For uncorrected bathymetry, the distribution is

bimodal (see also SMITH and SANDWELL 1997), with

the maximum area for depths at 4300–4350 m and the

second modal value at 4950–5000 m. This setup

reverses when the sediment/isostasy-corrected

bathymetric curve is considered. For such a corrected

Vol. 173, (2016) Semi-Empirical Oceanic Depth–Age Relationship 1833



bathymetry, the distribution is also bimodal, but the

first modal value is lower than the second one and

occurs at 4800–4850 m, whereas the second modal

value corresponds to the maximum and is attained at

5300–5350 m. Such a swap of modes, when uncor-

rected and corrected bathymetry datasets are

compared, was earlier presented by SMITH and

SANDWELL (1997).

Knowing the empirical bathymetric curve, it is

possible to fit polynomial models along the lines of

Eq. (5). We need a functional form of the bathymetric

curve to subsequently use it in our expression for the

derivative of depth with respect to age, which later is

numerically integrated. Figure 5a shows the ultimate

empirical bathymetric curve with 20 polynomial

models of degrees ranging from 1 to 20. One of the

2500

6400

C D

Depth [m]B

Land

Other 
depths

Longitude

Longitude

Latitude

Latitude

Latitude Latitude

Longitude Longitude

A

Figure 2
Reclassified GEBCO bathymetry between depths of 2500 and 6400 m; entire Earth with depth interval of 500 m (a), entire Earth with depth

interval of 50 m (b), the Northern Indian Ocean with depth interval of 500 m (c) and the Northern Indian Ocean with depth interval of 50 m

(d)
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curves is assumed to be optimal, i.e. the one that

corresponds to polynomial of degree 16. The optimal

model is selected using the Akaike Information Cri-

terion (AIC) (AKAIKE 1971). Indeed, AIC is

minimized for the polynomial model of degree 16

(Fig. 5b). Although many of the coefficients bi are

equal to zero for i� 10 and the first local AIC

minimum is attained for the degree of 9, we used

degree 16 following the overall minimization of AIC

for i ¼ 1; . . .; 20. Even though the two local maxima

of bathymetric curve are not entirely captured by the

polynomial, the fit allows to model much of the

variability of the ultimate curve. The coefficients of

the polynomial are juxtaposed in Table 1.

2500

6400

C

Depth [m]B

Land

Other 
depths

A

Longitude

Longitude

Latitude

Latitude

Latitude Latitude

Longitude Longitude

No data

D

Figure 3
Reclassified sediment/isostasy-corrected GEBCO bathymetry between depths of 2500 and 6400 m; entire Earth with depth interval of 00 m

(a), entire Earth with depth interval of 50 m (b), the Northern Indian Ocean with depth interval of 500 m (c) and the Northern Indian Ocean

with depth interval of 50 m (d)
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The function expressed as Eq. (6) is subsequently

numerically integrated to obtain a relationship

between depth and age, namely dðtÞ. Figure 6a shows

the results of the integration carried out with the

boundary condition set as dð0Þ ¼ 2500 which—fol-

lowing PARSONS 1982—is the mean depth of oceanic

ridges at present, with C0 ¼ 3:45 km2=year and tm ¼
180 106 years. For integration, all constants and

variables have been converted into SI units.

It is worth addressing the issue of the rates of

plate creation and destruction. As shown above, we

assume that the rate of generation of the new sea

floor, i.e. C0, is constant over time. We do so fol-

lowing the area–age model of PARSONS (1982), and

after ROWLEY (2002) who confirmed the steady rate.

The latter author, using the digital isochrons of

MÜLLER et al. (1997), proved that (1) the rate in

question is indeed constant and its value may be

approximated as 3:4 km2=year and (2) PARSONS

(1982) approach is valid. However, the problem of C0

is still under scrutiny, as a few authors argue that the

rate of plate creation/destruction varies in time and

reveals nonlinear changes (MILLER et al. 2005; COL-

TICE et al. 2012). Following PARSONS (1982) and

ROWLEY (2002) we assume constant C0; however, our

model can be modified to account for nonlinear

changes in the area–age relationship.

Although an increase in ocean depth is continuous

across the adopted age range, changes are nonlinear.

The graph can be divided into three parts. In the first

one, within the age interval 0–118 Ma, the mean

ocean depth increases steadily to approximately 5900

m. Elevation decline is more pronounced for the

oceanic crust older than 118 Ma, and reaches a

breakpoint of 6700 m at approximately 147 Ma.

Subsequently, for ages 147–180 Ma, depth stabilizes

at 6700–6760 m (note that the reference depth of

6400 m is exceeded).
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04  k
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Without correction for sediment/isostasy
Corrected for sediment/isostasy

Figure 4
Empirical bathymetric curves derived from GEBCO bathymetry for

50 m depth bin; uncorrected solution is expressed by a full line and

sediment-corrected solution is plotted using a dashed line
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Figure 5
Ultimate solution of empirical sediment-corrected bathymetric

curve derived for 50 m depth interval (black dashed line) and its

polynomial models (gray lines), with optimal solution (black full

line) (a), Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) computed for

polynomial models as a function of degree (b)
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The semi-empirical depth–age curve computed in

this paper may be compared with other curves, pro-

duced from various data and based on various

assumptions (GOUTORBE and HILLIER 2013). For sim-

plicity, we compare our curve with a selection of

others, including those reflecting PSM and GDH1

models as well as the sediment/isostasy-corrected

GEBCO with digital isochrons of the oceans pro-

posed by MÜLLER et al. (2008), denoted GEBCO-M.

All these use the same depth interval 2500–6400 m.

The curve derived in this paper agrees particularly

well with fully empirical depth–age relationship from

GEBCO-M. However, this holds only for the first of

the aforementioned intervals, i.e. ranging from 0 to

118 Ma and corresponding to the steady increase of

mean ocean depth to approximately 5900 m (Fig. 6a).

In addition, Fig. 6a compares the depth–age

relationship obtained from numerical integration of

the equation proposed in this paper, with two other

models of this relationship. The PSM model, origi-

nally presented by PARSONS and SCLATER (1977), is

split into two parts, following two different, partly

overlapping regimes of fast cooling and slow cooling

respectively. In general, for most of the age range

considered here, our curve shows shallower ocean

depth than the other models predict. Only in its final

part, the relationship reverses and the depth for given

age is greater than model predictions. With respect to

the PSM model, the reversal occurs at age of 118 Ma,

while it is placed at 90 Ma if comparison with GDH1

model is attempted.

The magnitude of mismatch between these dif-

ferent curves is shown in Fig. 6b. Hereinafter, we

write ‘‘positive mismatch’’ if elevation computed

using our approach is greater than the elevation pre-

dicted by empirical data or models (negative depth

difference in Fig. 6b), whereas ‘‘negative mismatch’’

corresponds to a reverse situation (positive depth

difference in Fig. 6b).

Reasons for the observed mismatches are likely

complex. A partial explanation may reside in input

data used in the different exercises referred to. In

addition, while arbitrary truncating the global ocean

depth data at 2500 m we also included the deepest

parts of the continental slope, and not only mid-ocean

ridges and abyssal plains. Thus, the shallow depth

area is somehow overrepresented.

Second, our depth–age curve is obtained semi-

empirically. The physical background is provided by:

(1) PARSONS (1982) model for derivative of sea floor

area with respect to age (two constants are needed: C0,

tm), (2) accurate present-day sediment/isostasy-cor-

rected GEBCO bathymetry truncated at d0 and dr, (3)

present-day mean depth of oceanic ridges d0. Hence,

our solution uses physical models and data, and its

empirical character is due to polynomial modelling of

bathymetric curve and the subsequent numerical inte-

gration of the governing equation. In contrast, PSM and

GDH1 models utilize wider sets of parameters and are

derived using different methods. For instance, except

from d0 and dr, PSM formulae use

a ¼ 350 m=ðMaÞ1=2
, b ¼ 3200 m and s ¼ 62:8 Ma .

Then, the corrections for sediment thickness and iso-

stasy were applied using model solutions, with the

isostatic correction being done according to PARSONS

and SCLATER (1977) and PARSONS (1982), and the sed-

iment correction being based on the recent TSTWO.

The negative mismatch in the final part of our

depth–age curve likely results from its semi-empiri-

cal character. Both PSM and GDH1 models predict

how the ocean depth will change with age, as dictated

Table 1

Coefficients of the optimal polynomial, with depth (in metres) as

parameter, that approximates the ultimate bathymetric curve for 50

m depth bins

Symbol of coefficient Value of coefficient

b0 8:959437143220060999899� 1015

b1 �2:549173168801770703170� 1013

b2 3:263336583828357696617� 1010

b3 �2:477696228451177477836� 107

b4 1:236823110887738403165� 104

b5 �4.244481486466133546287

b6 1:013677324218681136819� 10�3

b7 �1:656192801982570400295� 10�7

b8 1:737303292081741213412� 10�11

b9 �9:553605395905479679211� 10�16

b10 0

b11 2:523971785884253113668� 10�24

b12 0

b13 �8:097405750305437945914� 10�33

b14 0

b15 0

b16 1.212650903911004771898 � 10�45

The big number of fractional digits in coefficients is required to

produce accurate simulations of bathymetric curve using the

polynomial model
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by the adopted physical formulae inherent in the plate

model. They predict that the ultimate depth of the

new oceanic lithosphere is allowed to cool indefi-

nitely. But this is not everywhere the case and

different real-world situations are captured by trun-

cation of the global bathymetric curve at 6400 m.

They include large oceanic basins with very old

lithosphere that essentially attained its predicted

thickness due to long-term cooling, hence depth, as

well as oceanic trenches where relatively young

lithosphere (\50 Ma) is already being subducted. In

the latter situations, young lithosphere can be found

at significantly higher depths than physically based

models predict.

To confirm that the above-mentioned new depth–

age relationship is not a consequence of coincidence,

we planned a simple numerical experiment. Instead

of taking the GEBCO-based bathymetric curve, we

simulated three artificial curves and assumed they

approximate DHðdÞ (Fig. 7a). The first one is a tri-

angular curve, the integral of which is identical with

the total area calculated from the GEBCO-based

bathymetric curve. The similar condition of equal

areas below the curve was fulfilled in the case of the

second, rectangular curve. It assumes a uniform dis-

tribution of the areas as a function of depth. The third

curve is also rectangular; however, it is entirely

unrealistic as its integral varies largely from the total

area estimated from the GEBCO-based solution.

Figure 7b shows that the model proposed in this

paper fits well with the depth–age data for ages ranging

from 0 to 118 Ma. The same model, however, fed by

artificial curves described in the previous paragraph

(Fig. 7a), produces worse results. Indeed, the solution

based on the unrealistic curve leads to an unrealistic

depth–age curve, with depth reaching 10,000 m at 118

Ma. This clearly shows that our approach is vulnerable

to input bathymetric curve and, thus, our depth–age

model is not a result of a numerical artifact. Similar

exercises, based on the above-mentioned artificial

curves which are more realistic and reveal the same

total areas (when area-depth curve is integrated over

time), support this finding. Indeed, both triangular and

rectangular area-depth functions with the same total

area as the true bathymetric curve lead to more rea-

sonable depth–age relationships; however, their fit to

the observed data is still worse than in the case of the

model proposed in this paper.

5. Conclusions

The empirical bathymetric curve, based on the sed-

iment/isostasy-corrected GEBCO with 50 m depth bin,

revealed two local maxima, and their shapes were in
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Figure 6
Relationship between age and depth of the oceanic crust derived in

this paper (black full line) against a background of: PSM (gray full

line) and GDH1 models (gray dashed line), empirical depth–age

curve computed from sediment/isostasy-corrected GEBCO com-

bined with isochrones by MÜLLER et al. (2008) (black dotted line)

(a), differences between the solution derived in this paper and four

models/datasets considered above (b). Abbreviations are explained

in Sect. 1
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agreement with those presented elsewhere and widely

accepted. That specific curve was subsequently pro-

cessed, and the polynomial of degree 16 was found to

serve as its reasonable model. The model equation was

subsequently substituted to a formula that estimates the

rate of mean ocean depth variation. The differential

equation was solved numerically. The novelty of our

approach resides in the concept of inversing the proce-

dure outlined by PARSONS (1982, section 3) who began

with depth–age and area–age relationships to produce a

theoretical bathymetric curve. Our approach starts from

an empirical bathymetric curve and area–age relation-

ship to derive a new depth–age curve.

The new depth–age curve was generated for ages

between 0 and 180 Ma. Three ranges of specific

relationships of ocean depth versus age of the crust

are identified: (1) moderate increase in depth from

2500 to 5900 m for lithospheric ages 0–118 Ma, (2)

more pronounced increase in depth from 5900 to

6700 m for the lithosphere 118–147 Ma old, (3)

stabilization of ocean depth at 6700–6760 m for the

lithosphere older than 147 Ma.

The model solution presented here agrees relatively

well with the previous models proposed by PARSONS

and SCLATER (1977) and STEIN and STEIN (1992). Minor

discrepancy and positive mismatch for young and

middle-age lithosphere (until 118 Ma) can be attributed

to the more accurate bathymetric data we could use as

model parameters. The divergence between model

curves for the depth–age relationship for the older

lithosphere, and particularly the rather sharp drop for

the 118–147 Ma age range, absent in previous solu-

tions, may have complex reasons. Apart from the

influence of the data quality (higher resolution GEBCO

model), we suggest that the effects of subduction into

oceanic trenches are captured here. Subduction is a

process which, in specific circumstances, does not

allow the oceanic crust to cool long enough to attain the

thickness (and depth) predicted by physically based

models. The results reported in this paper are prelim-

inary, and hence further investigation into the semi-

empirical depth–age relationship is needed.
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